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Another successful competition season for the GBR/CAA is over, an indifferent 
year weather wise with the dreadful conditions in June and July developing into a 
pleasant late August, September and October.  Certainly one of the best weekends 
over the August Bank Holiday for the nationals that I can remember.  I am sure 
everyone will agree it was a fantastic weekend.  Congratulations must go to Richard 
Christopher for his first FAI Nationals win.

The finalised league tables are included in this issue.  Richard has done the double 
and taken the FAI league table, Tom Bootyman winning Masters, Peter Scoles 
Advanced, Chris Bond Intermediate and Bob Rowland in Clubman.  Congratulations 
to all and hope to see you at the AGM to receive your trophy.

The season finale GBR/CAA Championships at Barkston Heath saw Richard pipped 
of the triple by John Harrop.  Tom Bootyman did the treble in Masters, Mel Garlick 
winning Advanced and Chris Bond completeing his own double in Imtermediate.  An 
enjoyable weekend was had by all even though it was a bit windy on the Sunday!

GBR/CAA AGM
This years AGM is on Saturday 8th December.  More details can be found in this 
issue and on the GBR/CAA forum.  Please make every effort to attend as it is your 
opportunity to influence the direction of the Association.  If you are unable to attend 
but still wish to contribute then please contact a committee member to discuss your 
thoughts so they can be made known at the meeting. 

F3A World Championships
One of the closest World Championships of recent times has just finished in Argentina.  
Quique Somenzini (USA) eventually taking first place with Christophe Paysant Le Roux 
(France) second and Tetsuo Onda (Japan) third.  An extraordinary turn of events 
saw Quique take first place with out actually winning a round, just goes to show that 
consistency is the aim of the game.  France took the team prize, just pipping the USA.  
The UK team finished 15th being represented by John Harrop, Keith Jackson and 
Kevin Caton.  Finishing 38th, 46th and 64th respectively.  Thanks to Kevin and Keith 
for keeping us all up to date on the forum.  Extracts from their diary can be seen in 
this issue.

See you all at the AGM.

Matt Hoyland, Newsletter Editor
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GBR/CAA AGM
8th December 2007

Hi All,
The 2007 GBR/CAA AGM will be held at the BMFA offices , Leicester (LE2 8RE  
for those with Sat Nav) on Saturday 8th December @ 10.30 am.

Members proposals need to be received by me by 24th November. Please 
send me the proposal by pm on the GBR/CAA Forum or conventional e-
mail.  Make sure you get a reply that I have received your proposal. Also, 
if you cannot attend the meeting, make sure you have a proxy to second 
your proposal at the meeting. 

Committee positions
Under the constitution, the following committee positions can be opposed 
this year :-
Chairman, Secretary, Comp Secretary, Public Relations Officer.
The above are all prepared to stand again next year, so any contested 
committee positions would be decided by simple majority vote.

Committee Proposals - due to some committee members involvement in 
the World Champs in Argentina - the next committee meeting will not be 
held until Saturday 1st December. Committee proposals from this meeting, 
members proposals & agenda will be posted here asap following the 
committee meeting.

Lunch  - The committee normally order lunch (Ham salad & trifle) through the 
BMFA caterers at a cost of £4.00 per head. If you would like lunch, please let 
me know – I need to finalise numbers a week before hand.

Best regards
Stuart Mellor

� �
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F3A WORLD CHAMPS DIARY
Sante-Fe - Argentina

8th-18th November 2007

Wednesday 7th November (AM)
We arrived on Sunday after a very long journey. Keith and I almost got bumped 
off the flight because it was overbooked but we got on with about 20 minutes to 
spare following a couple of no-shows. After 16 hours in the air we then had a 5 hour 
drive from Buenos Aires up to Santa Fe, then spent another 3 hours finding the hotel. 
Driving over here seems to be the main topic of conversation among the pilots - but 
that will have to wait for another time. We’re all still alive - just!!

We have all been flying at a local practice site which is very well equipped. The 
planes are all working fine - I lost a bit of covering off one wing panel today but 
thanks to help from a local club member I’ve done a temporary patch this evening. 
It’s pretty warm - about 26 degrees today and not a cloud to be seen - not bad for 
November...

As usual for a World Champs, everyone is really good - most people are choosing to 
fly across the strong breeze in practice because this is how the competition site is laid 
out - with south facing lines (southern hemisphere remember).

We expect to register tomorrow and continue practice flying, but its starting to get 
busy as more people arrive. We got 3 flights each today from 9-4pm.

There are a lot of electric planes here, all going well. Those on i/c are also going well 
- the local fuel is proving to be fine. Radio gear is in line with previous Worlds and 
there are very few 2.4GHz sets in use yet.
 
Kevin Caton

Wednesday 7th November (PM)
Just back from the practice field and registration. Today it’s really hot (33C) and 
very windy. The field is really busy because most pilots are here now. Flying in a 90 
degree crosswind and turbulence is pretty challenging and takes a lot of Amps - the 

batteries are too hot to touch after a full schedule!

Judge Bob has arrived and we expect to meet tonight after he’s slept off the flight.

It’s too early to say much about flight styles. At our practice field the majority are 
electric powered and everyone seems to fly the same size manoeuvres as we do. 
There will be more to report after official practice on Friday & Saturday.

Aside from flying, I can talk about driving over here. Life expectancy must be about 
the same as the early fighter pilots. The driving style is similar to flying a fighter- 
full throttle and close your eyes when it gets exciting (traffic lights, roundabouts, 
crossroads etc.). The road to the flying field is only partly surfaced but you’re still 
expected to drive on the unfinished bits at 60mph. Its a severe vibration test for the 
equipment in the cars. Oh, and you have to pay - even on the country roads. 30p to 
drive on something that isn’t yet a road. I hope the runway at the competition site 
is better finished...

Anyway the batteries are on charge and we’re already planning tomorrow’s 
practice session. Up at 6am and on the field by 8am

Kevin Caton

Thursday 8th November
Not much new to report today - it’s quite a lot cooler (mid-20s) and it’s been raining 
lightly since mid morning. We got to the field at 8am (actually John got there at 7:30) 
and had 3 or 4 flights each by late morning. The field was getting busy again by this 
time so John and I left to check the planes over for processing tomorrow. Everyone 
is flying well - everyone always seems to be flying well in practice!

We now have a police escort to go from the hotel to the competition site and back 
‘to avoid traffic jams’. We haven’t tried it yet but I suspect it will involve ignoring red 
lights, pedestrians, oncoming cars etc. Just like normal driving but faster.

The local TV news is reporting 3 murders and a suicide today (all in one go), so 
perhaps the police escort might be a good idea!

Alison met some more of the teams at registration today. It appears that Benoit 
Dierickx’s (Belgium) model box didn’t get put on the plane out of Heathrow. It makes 
my missing suitcase seem fairly trivial.

Tomorrow we have processing at 10am followed by official practice. Hopefully Keith 
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will have some fuel left but he’s trying his best to burn his allocation!!

Let me know if these posts are what you all want back home. If there is anything 
specific ask here and I’ll do my best to find out.

Kevin Caton

Friday 9th November (AM)
Yesterdays practice session went much better for myself and reckon I´m now flying 
about 75% of what I normally capable of. It was quite hard for me acclimatising 
down here with very strong cross winds at the Esperanzo practice site. We have our 
model processing today followed by official practice, so we should get a good look 
at how the flight lines will be arranged and know for sure if all our cross wind practice 
will pay off.

Model wise I think the most impressive ones I´ve seen so far has to be the Integral / 
Hacker of Ola Fremming. Many others use this combination and also as John H does 
with the Plettenburg motor. Power seems to be almost limitless and the model presents 
very well. Others using it include Jason Shulman and Andrew Jesky. Their styles differ 
markedly from the European style of +150m and medium large figures. The US pilots 
fly very close, quite fast and tall, and most pilots watching reckon theyre´out of the 
box at either end and top box too. Still, this is just unofficial practice. Wolfgand Matts 
Berryl was less than convincing and seems to be using a large  propeller designed to 
fly slow, whilst trying to fly the combination too fast to cope with the winds. Just looks 
wrong to me. Also saw QQ´s Euphoria / YS 170 yesterday. Very weird to watch him fly 
PO7, (all the top pilots we´ve seen in Esperanzo made the same basic mistakes as us 
when dealing with cross winds... hope for us yet!). The biplane looks kind of confused 
in the air with rolls difficult to see start / stop points and lines not easily drawn. Not my 
choice for sure.

Must go as we´re about to leave

Keith Jackson

Friday 9th November (PM)
Today was official practice and processing. True to form it was lashing down with 
rain at our allocated practice time so we didn’t bother to fly. Processing was fairly 
straightforward but it was a little cramped in the light aircraft hangar. We all got 
through processing without problems.

One of the pictures shows an Oxai Adventure. This is one of a pair flown by Xujun 

Zhang of China. It’s very similar to the plane flown by Tetsuo Onda at the last World 
Champs.

When the rain stopped the wind had changed 180 degrees from previous days so 
those who practised in the afternoon faced a 8m/s crosswind blowing in. The flight 
lines are laid out on very narrow taxi ways making landings extremely risky. I saw one 
carbon leg being repaired after one flight.

One innovation worth mentioning is a contra-rotating prop on Sebastiano Silvestri’s 
model. He didn’t fly it today – apparently the plane flies so slowly it would take too 
long for the P-07, so he is saving it for the semis.

All the participants had to be photographed by the airport police today – this is part 
of the security arrangements to get access to the airside of the airport. However 
it involved hanging around for an hour or more. The airport will apparently remain 
operational during the event, so it’s always possible we’ll get interrupted during a 
flight by an Aerolineas Argentinas 737 landing or taking off!

There were a few participants hanging around for the 4:15 arrival from Buenos Aires. 
Beniot Dierickx arrived on this flight with his model box having travelled back to 
Buenos Aires by bus at 1:30 this morning. I was finally reunited with my suitcase, so 
now I can be properly dressed for the rest of the event.

We hope to get a rescheduled slot for official practice tomorrow (there is plenty of 
time). Alison will be asking at the Team Managers’ meeting tonight.

That’s all for tonight. Hasta manana as they say around here (apparently).

Kevin Caton

Saturday 10th November (AM)
Just to carry on from where Kevin left off, after the model processing slot and 
photography session with Santa Fe´s finest airport police, we separated with John 
& Kevin checking out who was daring to fly on the official lines and myself heading 
off back to Esperanzo for more practice. Unfortunately when I arrived the winds 
had risen to 30mph + cross winds and it was not really sensible to fly in addition to 
the turbulence. Having said that Bernard Schaden flew after I arrived with his ex 
Wolfgang Matt Onyx / Hacker motor and whilst he did manage to fly round the 
schedule, it wasn’t pretty and only proved the point that it was possible to fly i the 
conditions. Well that was the end of flying so we all came home.

Bit more about models now, we saw numerous examples of the Oxai Zeque and 
in our processing slot there must have been about 8 in all. Apparently Oxai now 
produce something in the region of 300 models a year and employ the same number 
of staff to produce it  Most other models I saw included the ZNLine Oxalys in both 
IC and electric versions, the afore mentioned Oxai Adventure / YS170, Oxai Astral & 
Beryl, the PL concepts Axial, Composite ARF Integral and, oh yes one good looking 
Angels Shadow...

All in all today was a huge disappointment without slot being rained off (I’ve attended 
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four W/C and one E/C and each of them have had rain in this slot and three of 
them have been cancelled!) but latest is that we might get an official practice slot 
tomorrow.

Keith Jackson

Saturday 10th November (AM)
Today we managed to get official practice flights rescheduled after missing 
yesterday due to rain. There was still a really strong crosswind blowing in which made 
life interesting. We all got through practice OK. Earlier in the day we watched the 
Japanese practice. Onda flew his Airies 07 (see pictures). While there were some 
errors, it was pretty impressive in the wind. Suzuki’s plane – Mid Rex – has a really 
narrow fuselage as you can see from the pictures. You would expect that with so 
little clearance around the engine the belly pan would be covered with cracks from 
starting. Not a mark to be seen – no surprise for the Japanese.

Bernd Beschorner had what appeared to be a variable pitch prop, but it wasn’t 
apperent in flight other than the whole flight was slow.

At 4:30pm we had the opening ceremony with the usual speeches, followed this 
time by stunt kite flying, free fall parachuting and a fly past by four Pucaras from 
the Argentinian Air Force. There was a good crowd there to watch and as opening 
ceremonies go, it wasn’t too bad.

Tomorrow John is first to fly at 7am, I go eighth and Keith is seventeenth. We fly in the 
morning for the first two days, then afternoons for the second two.

With that in mind, it’s early to bed tonight. Last night we had to enjoy (endure) an 
all night fiesta and road racing outside the hotel. It stopped at 6am just before we 
got up!

Kevin Caton

Sunday 11th November - Prelimanary Round Day 1

The competition finally started today – and it was our John H who had the dubious 
privilege of starting the flying on line A at 7 o’clock. All the UK pilots flew in the 
morning slot and had to contend with a chilly crosswind blowing in. I guess the 
southerlies come straight from Antarctica – it certainly felt like it. John did well in 
difficult conditions – it’s never easy being first. I flew about an hour later in similar 
conditions and Keith followed another hour after that. One of the pictures shows 
Keith in the ready box looking very relaxed before his flight. It was warming up by 
then and the wind had started to drop. Keith flew well and got our best score of 

the day (around 480 I think). John got 466 and I was just under 460. This judge panel 
don’t seem to be giving the points away!

The French and American teams were flying at the same time as us but on the other 
line, so we didn’t get chance to see them, except Keith who went up to watch 
Benoit Paysant Le-Roux.

By the afternoon session the wind had dropped to just a very light breeze and was 
now at an angle to the lines, which meant choosing which was to fly was really easy. 
We watched the Japanese – Onda was good but by no means outstanding. There 
were plenty of opportunities to nit-pick – climbing into wind, lack of line definition in 
some parts of manoeuvres and sinking in some point rolls. He will get better. Suzuki was 
similar. We also watched Silvestri of Italy, again very good but not without faults.

I have fitted a new light carbon fibre spinner for tomorrow as I’m right up at the 
weight limit and all planes are being checked after every flight. It’s slightly galling for 
us “leccies” when the i/c planes are 5.15kg on landing, but then get the opportunity 
to empty the fuel tank to get under the limit. My new spinner was supplied and cut 
out on the airfield by Philippe Marquet from Belgium. I also had to cut down my 
prop bolt, which was bottoming in the motor with the thinner spinner back plate. I 
borrowed a hacksaw blade from CPLR. It may be a World Championship, but you 
can rely on fellow aeromodellers to help. Thanks gents!

Kevin Caton

Following Kevin´s comments I think all three of us are pretty disappointed with our 
scores, and being flying in a very chilly, strengthening and choppy crosswind did us 
no favours whatsoever. On reflection I think the things we really need to improve for 
tomorrows flight is positioning. This is really run of the mill stuff but the skies during our 
flights were those dark, clear blue skies with dazzling sunlight and no clouds to use 
as references. Kevin did his best for me during my flight but to no avail. Tomorrow will 
have to improve. Just to give you a sense of proportion, Chad Northeast got a 485 
and he made the US Nats finals! So I think the results are a combination of average 
flying in difficult conditions and a harsh judging regime. As mentioned by Kevin, the 
afternoon slot had much easier conditions with the wind almost parallel to the flight 
lines.

Just for info, the way the judging works is that there are two flight lines and four 
panels of judges who the pilots fly in front of once only. So flying slots are made in 
am / pm and flightline A / B. The UK team are in Group 1 (four groups of twenty or so 
pilots) and we flew am on flightline A. Tomorrow we fly pm on flightline B so hopefully 
will have easier conditions.
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Other flights I saw were Onda (Aries / YS DZ 170), who scored 600 in front of the 
afternoon judging panel, Silvestri 580 (Angel Evo S / Hacker) , Flemming 534 (Integral 
/ Hacker), David Lungstrom 515 (Genesis / YS DZ 160), Shane Robinson 495 (Oxalys / 
YS DZ 170). In my mind Onda flew the best on this panel but only just ahead of Suzuki 
flying his Mid-Rex (!!!) which is like a skinny Zeque. The Zeque incidentally is turning 
out to be well represented at this champs. I think there are at least 10 pilots flying 
both IC and electric versions. Its a beautiful model surpassed only by the new Proline 
of Akiba. He also flew in front of the same panel in the afternoon but was not as 
accurate as the other two Japanese pilots.

The Australian team of Steve Coram (Zeque / OS 200), Bill Bloodworth (Zeque / OS 
200) and Adam Crossman (Beryll  / OS 200), are also flying very well, Adam is only 16 
years old!

Keith Jackson

Monday 12th November - Preliminary Round Day 2

Only a quick update today as we are running late. We had an awful day. It was very 
hot and very windy, blowing out again, which made flying very difficult. I flew first out 
of the UK pilots and once again faced a prolonged noise test, consuming valuable 
battery capacity. With the strong crosswind I knew the capacity would be tight and 
I ran out on the horizontal eight, so this flight will need to be dropped.

Keith was next and started well, but then got completely lost after three manoeuvres 
and flew out of the bottom of the Cuban eight and into an immelman. After an 
out-of-sequence square loop on corner he rolled inverted and picked up from the 
reverse half Cuban eight and got back in sequence. This was another blow for the 
team as much of the flight would be zeroed. More on this later.

It was then up to John to recover the day for us. The motor sounded odd during 
the noise test then idled backwards on the runway just before take off. All was well 
until the eight point roll when the motor stopped. So that was all three of our flights 
curtailed for different reasons. A post flight run of John’s motor repeated the idling 
problem, so the speed controller had obviously failed.

At the end of the day’s flying John tried the controller from my B model and it is 
fine, so he will be OK for tomorrow. I am removing the motor brake function, which 
consumes power – and I will be topping up the battery just before I fly.

When we picked up the score sheets it was incredible to see that Keith’s flight had 
been scored all the way through, even the incomplete and repeated manoeuvres. 
One judge put “not observed” for the incorrect manoeuvres, so the average score 
was given for these. Keith may well add to this post, so I’ll leave it at that (except that 
Bob Ailles was not on this panel!).

There were plenty of scraped props on take off and some very exciting landings. 
All in all, a day to forget. The forecast is for lighter winds tomorrow but maybe some 
rain.

We’re all feeling a long way from home tonight!

Kevin Caton

Just a further explanation of my bizarre flight. It started quite well with the half clover 
being well presented in the strong cross wind; an average 7 scored. I did the half sq. 
loop on corner and started into the Cuban 8, everything OK so far in fact the 4 pt 
roll was well executed and I remember feeling ok about it. Then for some unknown 
reason, in my head I skipped into the starting the Immelman several manoeuvres 
later on. I´ve no idea why this happened but I remember Kevin saying watch the 
box (as in his mind the Cuban was getting too big to the RHS). I thought what’s 
he on about its perfectly positioned for the Immelman! And of course it was as I 
climbed to large half loop positioning well for the sq loop on corner. All the time 
I remember hearing Kevin shouting instructions and being completely flummoxed 
by them. Moments later I realised and for a time I was completely confused. The 
realising something was wrong pulled down to do the 1/2 rev cuban 8 which by that 
time  was completely out of the LH box. After that I sort of got back on track but with 
the realisation that the rest of the flight would be zeroed, it was a forlorn task though 
I did consciously make the effort to use the rest of the flight as a training flight so as 
not to waste the time. 

Ultimately the most strange thing was the way two judges scored without breaks, 
one gave five N.O. marks, and the other two gave a number of zeros before picking 
up scoring several manoeuvres later so when the score of 456 came in I was utterly 
perplexed. I suppose from a judges point of view, it might have looked like a very 
odd cuban 8 with some massive heading changes later followed by an out of box 
manoeuvre. Very odd.

I´ve no idea why this happened but its pretty upsetting particularly when we are all 
trying hard for the team score to throw points away like this.

I think the conditions we are flying in are very difficult with a combination of poor 
visibility and strong turbulent cross winds sapping all the power from the engines. This 
really is a case for having masses of power in reserve as without it manoeuvres just 
get very compressed and look rushed.

Thanks for the moral support for the team and I hope tomorrow (today, it is 4.30am!) 
we can do a lot better.

Keith Jackson



Tuesday 12th November - Preliminary Round Day 3
Tuesday was another blowy day in sunny Argentina. We were in the morning group 
today and Keith was first off at just after 8 o’clock. He found the gusty wind blew the 
plane in and out a bit and the motor was slightly off its best. In the circumstances it 
was a reasonable flight and made up for yesterday’s problems.
   
John was next and flew a tidy flight at a good distance. The judges liked it and 
scored a healthy 516. Obviously the new speed controller had a major influence on 
the flying!

I was last out of our pilots and as suggested by the Canadians I disabled the motor 
brake function to conserve battery power. This worked very well and I landed with 
plenty of capacity to spare. However (this is a word I use a lot), the motor cowl came 
off part way through the flight and this panel of judges was observant enough to 
spot it. As most of you will know, that means a zero for the whole flight. So that is 
effectively the end of my World Championships with two failed flights. Tomorrow will 
just be for consolation (I got the cowl back by the way – it was picked up by another 
competitor who handed it back to me discreetly after the flight – and it’s now glued 
AND taped on).

After numerous important events where I have failed to complete four scoring flights 
I just don’t know what to do next. When the luck is going around it always seems to 
bypass me.

Anyway, enough of feeling sorry for myself – I spent the afternoon watching a few 
other pilots. Onda flew last on line B and this time got the biplane out. As good as 
it looks, I find it hard to decide whether the wings are level or at the right angles in 
point rolls. I still haven’t seen a really great flight from anyone – but of course the 
semis and finals are still to come!

Wednesday 14th November - Preliminary Round Day 4

Just a quick update tonight as we had to wait a while to get the results (that you 
already have!). Individually we finished 38th (John), 46th (Keith) and 64th (me). What 
can I say - it’s disappointing and it’s really hard. Today it blew right in our faces at just 
below the wind limit of 12m/s. On line A eight models were damaged on landing, 
some beyond repair.

So the semi-final pilots have been selected. Some pilots have scored better than 
may have been expected, some worse. All you can say with confidence is that 
the best twenty pilots are among the group of 27 in the semis. Well done to all who 
made the cut and commiserations to those who didn’t quite make it.

Tomorrow is a day off for most of us - time for a lie-in after four days of 5:30am starts.

Thursday 15th November - Rain Day/Semi Final Practice

Today’s update from Argentina – it’s “rain day” which means practice day for 
the semi-finalists and a chance for a rest for the rest of us. It’s still sunny but cool 
(23C – does that sound like bragging?) and yet again the wind has shifted 180 

degrees so it’s blowing out on the flight line direction. John, Alison and I went up 
to the practice site at Esperanza to watch some flying. It was our first chance to 
see the Americans in action. Also there were the three Austrians, Wolfgang Matt, 
Marc Rubin, Ola Fremming, Bill Bloodworth and Shane Robinson, who is the warm up 
pilot tomorrow. Everyone was flying the F-07 schedule well in the conditions. Quique 
Somenzini’s biplane, the Euphoria looked really impressive in the air. It’s deeper than 
the Japanese Adventure but still performs really well.

We’ve all started to pack our planes away and get them in transportable condition. 
The model boxes are still 450km away in Buenos Aires, which means we’ll have a 
really early start on Sunday for the long trip home.

The weather forecast for tomorrow’s semi’s is warmer and a bit less windy, so we’re 
all looking forward to seeing some high quality flying.

Friday 16th November - Semi-Final Day

OK, back to the flying - and the finalists are 3 French, 3 Japanese, 3 Americans and 
Italy’s Sebastiano Sivestri. Sadly, Wolfgang Matt didn’t make it, but he had to fly first 
this morning in very gusrty conditions. We watched most of the semi-finalists on both 
lines between us and from my perspective, they were all really good and had clearly 
worked hard on the F-07 schedule. Christophe won the semis, but only after TBL. 
Onda and Shulman are very close behind (I don’t even know in what order).

Tomorrow the forecast is hotter (we are all pretty sunburned today) and with lighter 
winds and we all expect a very close finish. The winner will be a true champion. Right 
now the finalists are picking the unknown schedules. My thoughts are on P-09 but I 
expect the sunburn will be hidden by woolly hat and gloves when I get to fly it!

The final instalment will be tomorrow evening.

1�1�



Results from the Semi-Finals.  Top ten through to the finals.

 Competitor       Total  Preli.  Panel 1  Panel 2 
1 PAYSANT-LE ROUX Christophe  FRA  2000.00  1000.00  987.74  1000.00 
2  ONDA Tetsuo    JPN  1992.01  979.93  1000.00 992.01 
3  SOMENZINI Quique   USA  1967.71  973.30  994.41  936.47 
4  SCHULMAN Jason   USA  1953.28  981.44  971.84  952.23 
5 SILVESTRI Sebastiano   ITA  1911.26  946.69  937.61  964.56 
6 AKIBA Yoichiro    JPN  1903.60  956.73  929.17  946.87 
7 CARRIER Stephane   FRA  1894.97  937.83  899.71  957.14 
8 JESKY Andrew    USA  1891.79  931.49  940.08  951.72 
9 SUZUKI Koji    JPN  1886.63  923.80  932.91  953.72 
10 PAYSANT-LE ROUX Benoit  FRA  1876.44  951.12  925.32  434.51 

11 WISSINGER Markus  GER  1865.40  926.58  938.82  847.39 
12 MATT Wolfgang    LIE  1845.11  957.36  887.75  887.66 
13 DIERICKX Benoit    BEL  1843.12  913.66  834.81  929.46 
14 FRIGGERI Luca    ITA  1837.14  917.29  838.85  919.85 
15 MAYR Gerhard    AUT  1817.79  883.33  885.32  932.47 
16 BESCHORNER Bernd   GER  1812.65  903.48  909.17  871.40 
17 MARQUET Philippe   BEL  1800.18  925.00  875.18  870.10 
18 FREMMING Ola    NOR  1798.78  891.35  855.32  907.43 
19 ULSAMER Guenther   GER  1798.25  900.04  881.02  898.21 
20 RUBIN Marc    SUI  1775.89  903.01  872.88  820.83 
21 COLOMBO Marcelo   ARG  1764.67  910.00  854.67  832.73 
22  NORTHEAST Chad  CAN  1744.00  881.63  862.37  839.44 
23 FILGAS Erich    AUT  1737.95 860.95  877.00  817.17 
24 GRASELLI Andrea  ITA  1736.75  874.68  829.81  862.08 
25 DANKSAGMULLER Helmut  AUT  1735.85  872.38  863.47  834.88 
26 VAN VLIET Danny   NED  1688.73  860.35  828.38  718.05 
27 BLOODWORTH Bill   AUS  1678.04  856.63  821.41  818.69 
 

Interesting points - Courtesy of Brandon Ransley

A  Onda beat CPLR in the semis!!  This could be a very interesting final
B  It looks like QQ is the only one who can challenge Onda/CPLR as Shulman maxed 
at 972 on the Fly off schedule
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C  Onda, Jesky,Suzuki and Mayr were the only pilots who dropped their prelim 
flights
D  just using the fly off schedules those who finished in the top 10 were (I think) in 
the following order which is obviously critical as the contest now starts again with 2 
flyoff rounds and two (different) unknowns with your best Flyoff and best unknown 
counting:

Onda      1992
CPLR       1987
QQ         1930
shulman  1924
seba       1902
jesky       1891
suzuki      1886
Akiba      1876
Carrier    1857
BPLR      1850 (if you doubled his successful F07 flight)

E  Can someone tell us what happened to BPLR (Ed. Engine cut in rolling circle)
F  My predictions of CPLR, Onda, Shulman is looking a possible outcome BUT Onda 
really is pushing CPLR really hard (I cannot see anyone beating these two unless they 
have a mechanical problem)  with 3rd place being taken by Shulman, QQ (who is 
flying better than I expected) and Seba (my pre contest predicted outside bet for 
3rd if Shulman didn’t do it).

Saturday 17th November - Finals Day

Quique Somenzine wins, CPLR 2nd and Onda 3rd, we have a new World Champion. 
It was a great final, flown in strong winds (of course...) and oppressive heat - 38 
degrees!

So it’s congratulations to Quique - champion at last after many times when he has 
been so close. Commiserations to Christophe and Tetsuo who flew superbly. All the 
finalists were excellent - it was hard to separate them.

Tonight we have the closing banquet then it’s a quick nap and up at 3:30am for 
the long drive to Buenos Aires. Our return flight should already be on the way from 
London.



So it’s goodbye from Santa Fe in Argentina - it’s been amazing and we’ll all miss the 
place. Not sure how we’ll acclimatise on our return to the chilly UK!!

I hope these posts have been useful and entertaining. It’s been good reading the 
feedback and helped us all to feel in touch with everyone back home. See you all 
soon.

Kevin, John, Keith & Alison

Final Round Scores

 Competitor      Total  Fly-off 1  Fly-off 2  Fly-off 3  Fly-off 4 
1  SOMENZINI Quique USA   1992.79  975.57  992.98  993.93  998.86 
2  PAYSANT-LE ROUX Christophe FRA  1984.69  984.69  980.80  596.00  1000.00 
3  ONDA Tetsuo JPN   1980.52  1000.00  980.52  1000.00  966.12 
4  SCHULMAN Jason USA   1962.96  930.97  1000.00  962.96  982.03 
5  SILVESTRI Sebastiano ITA   1936.75  918.25  973.32  963.43  973.02 
6  SUZUKI Koji JPN    1912.66  948.26  956.62  942.14  964.40 
7  CARRIER Stephane FRA   1901.21  878.97  963.96  937.25  941.23 
8  JESKY Andrew USA   1878.49  898.06  942.60  923.58  954.91 
9  AKIBA Yoichiro JPN   1839.42  874.34  907.20  932.22  737.68 
10  PAYSANT-LE ROUX Benoit FRA  1809.64  901.42  903.37  896.35  908.22 

SKELBROOKE COMPETITION
7th September 2007

I was keen for this to be a good competition as the July comp had to be cancelled 
due to the unprecedented rainfall in the Doncaster area, resulting in severe 
flooding that many of you will have witnessed on the various news reports at the 
time. Not that the flying site was flooded but that it would have people trying to 
negotiate flooded areas to reach the site. Not good from a H&S point of view.

So, Sunday dawned with a brisk, no, strong wind to contend with 12 pilots elected 
to fly and even that number was to reduce as the day went on. I had nothing but 
admiration for those who flew all three rounds in those difficult conditions. I would 
imagine that most club fliers would not have even ventured out with a sport model, 
never mind a model costing several thousands!!!

Matthew H set the tone with a very good 475.5 considering the conditions, with his 
electric Oxalys. One had to feel for Adrian Harrison who not only had an engine 
cut put paid to his flight but overshot the landing patch and went into the crops, 
with a sickening crunch. In the end it was just the cowl on Adrian’s Lazulite that 
had taken the brunt and it was to be left in the hands of yours truly in the Elation 
workshop to put it right.

Ashley and Tom had their usual battle in Masters with Tom emerging the winner by 
nearly 70 points.

Advanced saw Eddy Scott back into the competition scene but an out of trim 
model after a repair spoilt his chances. Pete Scoles continued his winning ways with 
a resounding 160 odd point win over second placed Alan Connelly.

Stephen Haywood seems to be getting back into the swing again and scores of 
282.5 and 272 showed that he is consistent. Stephen took third place.

On his own yet again in Intermediate was Chris Bond, but despite this, Chris 
always tries to set himself a goal to beat his previous scores. Well, considering the 
conditions, consistent scoring of 182 and 173 was deserving of a trophy.

Thanks must go to Pete Cap, John and Richard Howarth who split the judging 
between them so enabling the pilots in the FAI class to concentrate on their flying.

I am now taking a break from CD’ing this comp to contrite on entering myself next 
year. Bob Rowland has said he will continue to run the comp so it will still appear on 
the calendar and I thank Bob for taking on the role.

Steve Dunning
CD
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Results

Name Class Rd 1 Rd 2 Rd 3 Total Place
Matthew Hoyland FAI 475.5 453 464 939.5 1
Bill Michie FAI 392 427.5 427.5 855 3
Bob Wasson FAI 440.5 435.5 445 885.5 2
Adrian Harrison FAI 46e/c 46 5
Ken Moss FAI 392.5 418 - 810.5 4

Ashley Hoyland Mast 429 421 407.5 850 2
Tom Bootyman Mast 466 434 452 918.1 1

Alan Connelly Adv 306 310 - 616 2
Eddy Scott Adv 263 276.5 - 539.5 4
Stephen Haywood Adv 282.5 272 - 554.5 3
Peter Scoles Adv 381 370.5 399 781 1
Mel Garlick Adv 305 194.5 - 499.5 5

Chris Bond Int 182 173 - 355 1

     1st Place in FAI Matt Hoyland                  Tom Bootyman’s Masters winning Oxalys

Peter Scoles - 1st Place in Advanced
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Two weeks before the Nationals 14 members gathered at Proturf, West Stockwith to 
compete in what I hope to be an annual domestic competition on one of the huge 
bowling green type surfaces made available to us by Proturf.  Although I had flown 
at the field the previous weekend to make sure there were no surprises and the gate 
key worked, I arrived mid afternoon on the Saturday to set up the field.  I kept my 
fingers crossed the weather would hold. Sunday morning was overcast as I opened 
the gate just before 8.00am and we had a short sharp shower while models were 
being assembled.  The rain soon cleared to make way for a bright day, but with the 
wind increasing through the afternoon.  After three rounds had been flown we met 
to decide if a fourth round was viable.  We had to dismantle the gazebo to avoid a 
flyaway in the freshening wind and everyone agreed to give ourselves an early finish.  
So with 3 rounds and 42 schedules flown we called it a day at 2.40.  My thanks to 
John and Richard Howarth and Peter Capplemen who judged all the flights, Emma 
for her usual efficient administration.  Having the score sheets in order and ready 
for the scribes at the beginning of each round is a real asset, and to Matt who 
provided the technology and helped the day go so smoothly. A short report and 
all photos can be seen at www.gbrcaa.org/Gallery_Files/Gainsborough_120807/
gainsboroughslideshow.html   Photos 

Good turnout from our Mansfield Supporters.               The grass looks as good as ever.   

Watching every move.                                     Wiping down after that early shower.  

Computer score sheets were produced for the first time at this event.

As CD I provide a set of trophies (at cost) for the top three in each class plus a 
memento for the Judges and Scorer.  I also prepare mementos for our hosts to 
accompany a couple of bottles of wine to say thank you for the use of the field.  As 
those who are present on the day know that I am constantly concerned that we 
do not cause any damage to the turf and pilots are extremely cooperative in using 
mats under tank filler vents and exhaust outlets to protect the turf when starting 
engines.  However I always return the next day to assure myself we have not caused 
a problem, and again pass on our thanks to Proturf and reflect on the previous day 
to ponder what we might do better next time.  . 

It is a bit of a time consuming job making the trophies for the Festival of Flight and our 
Proturf comp, but once the design, layout and the first trophy has been produced I 
find I can make around 3 per day.  This years theme was etched wine glasses as you 
can see, (and may be next years as well if I can’t find a better idea and still have the 
energy).  See photo below presented to Proturf with the wine to fill them.  

BMFA Nationals
So immediately on unpacking the car and caravan after returning from the Proturf 
competition preparation started for the Nationals with the intention of improving 
on our efforts of last year, but without the focal point of our raffle.  We could only 
concentrate on the public relations side and demonstrate that we were prepared 
to entertain any visitor to our flight line who stayed a while. While mulling this over 
I received a call from Manny Williamson, Development Officer of the BMFA to say 

P.R .O. REPORT
Proturf Competition & BMFA Nationals
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he had taken over a task to produce a booklet to celebrate the 60th year of the 
Nationals, to be given away at the gate to all who attended.  I thought he was 
pushing it a bit with only a few days to go, so I could understand Manny’s concern 
to get some quick commitment from the specialist bodies and advertisers.  After a 
little negotiation on cost I agreed, and spent the next 6 hours producing the copy.  
I had to get it to Manny by first thing Monday morning and this was Friday lunch 
time.  I was pleased to receive backing from the Committee to proceed, although 
there was some concern about the cost.  After toiling solidly for the afternoon I sent 
draft copy off to Matt for his opinion.  Within 30 minutes, although Matt had kept the 
theme everything else was changed, you can imagine my dismay.  We could not 
agree which was the best effort, so I sent both to Manny so he could pick the version 
he thought was the best without knowledge of which was who’s.  I received the 
answer within a few minutes and Matt’s version was the one used, thank you Matt, 
I suppose I really should admit yours was the best anyway.  A huge free advertising 
opportunity for us which I think we took full advantage off.  I have already thanked 
Manny on behalf of the Association for his help and understanding. 

Over the weekend it was good Stuart agreed to man the public address in his spare 
moments as CD, and I think that worked really well.  I had updated our information 
folders which were used by several to follow the schedules throughout the weekend 
whilst they sat at the tables provided.  (I would like to do this bit better next year but 
need some ideas and help to sort it).

I also talked to over 200 individuals, some in small groups and gave out our leaflets, 
but it was early on Saturday morning when Bob Rowland said why can’t we run a 
day for club flyers who had not entered a competition and may be nervous of what 
they might find at an event.  My immediate reply was “let’s do it, you get the names 
I will sort the venue and help you run the day”. This gave us another talking point 
throughout the weekend and something positive we could offer to our visitors.  

I thought the Nationals were just about as good as we have had, the good weather 
helped I know, but also none stop flying organised by Stuart which was only interrupted 
when we were grounded waiting for the Spitfire (Saturday)  DC3 (Sunday) and the 
Hurricane on Monday to over fly the airfield.  You will have seen my comments in the 
BMFA News concerning the results of continuous flying made possible by Stuart and 
our Judges efforts which I think was a tremendous achievement. 

There was a lot of preparation for our Open Day at Gainsborough.  There were 15 
possible visiting pilots at one stage but what did take me by surprise were the phone 
calls and emails from members offering to help.  Really good to have these offers, but 
they came before we had planned the day, and I apologised at the time for being 
cautious to say “yes please”.  So it was not until sometime later that I contacted Ken 
Moss, Bob Wasson, and Matt to ask if they would like to mentor our visiting pilots and 
Steve Haywood and Chris Bond to say, “we would be pleased to see you, your help 
would be appreciated”. My original caution was due to the fact that we did not 
know how many pilots would ‘enter’ the event and I did not want our members to 
travel a long way to be stood around with nothing to do, neither had we any funds 
to subsidise their travel.  You will see from my notes below that we had contingency 
plans, and these notes were sent to all who had offered to help.  This may also be a 
basic reference document for anyone who would like to put on a similar day in their 
area.  If you want help please let me know and I will do as much as I can, and even 
try to attend to run the event if you want me to. 

                    An nearly start.                               Jumper 25, came fourth in Clubman.  
 

                   
                    Under instruction.                                       Father and Son team. 

PROTURF - NPOD 07
4th October 2007
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                    Summer at last.                                          Lots of help around.  

Brief report and all photographs can be seen here. www.gbrcaa.org/Gallery_Files/
NPOD07/NPOD07slideshow.html 

After thoughts

On the day this worked so well with Bob, Ken and Matt taking on their roll as mentors 
very seriously and quickly and getting the flying under way.  There were a lot of 
nerves showing but Matts Akesson had travelled from North Wales and was very 
keen to get flying with his Oxalys 50, and from then on it was almost continuous flying.  
Others followed and were surprised how they contained their own apprehensions to 
make that all important first flight.  Caution was still around by the second round but 
watching from the side lines it was very evident how quickly pilots gradually improved.  
The second flight was limited to ten minutes which meant some choose to practice 
a few manoeuvres before progressing straight onto Clubman or Intermediate 
schedule or completing two schedules back to back, but this indicated that pilots 
were starting to enjoy their flying.  By the middle of the day it was heartening to hear 
pilots asking to be judged and scored as they few there chosen schedule.

Lessons learnt by the visiting pilots:
The biggest lesson I think (or was it surprise) was to fly the box and not the field as 
the box was set at some 30° to the square of the field, also the distance the model 
should be flown away from the pilot.

Secondly: That may be members of the GBR/CAA are not the unfriendly and aloof 
crowd as some report us to be. 

Thirdly and most important of all, was that our visitors were all very much more capable 
than they thought, and without exception their everyday models would be fine to 
enter GBR/CAA competitions.  Some practice through the Winter would consolidate 
the experience and I predict that if all our visitors were to enter Skelbrooke next April 
some would gain promotion scores in both Clubman and Intermediate.

Lessons learnt by GBR/CAA members helping:
How rewarding and how much you can enjoy yourself by helping others fly better 
and watching them improve through the day.

That there are a lot of good flyers around who would not look out of place at any of 
our competitions.

Make sure we have enough score sheets.

We intend to repeat the day in early April and invite back all those who enjoyed their 
day in October, plus of course any new pilots wishing to gain experience to enter 
their first competition.  

Email, telephone or PM me through the forum if you wish to come along or indeed 
need help to organise a similar day on your field.

If you want to stage a similar event in your area may I suggest:  Find a venue.  Settle 
on a date.  Advertise the event through local clubs and BMFA Area. Be flexible in 
your arrangements.  Inform all helpers/volunteers what you expect of them well 
before the event.

Ashley 

PS.
May I also thank Keith Jackson and Mick Binnersley for their organisation of the GBR/
CAA flying demonstration in difficult weather conditions at the BMFA Northern Area 
event at Castle Howard.  The reports that came back from the organisers said the 
flying was superb, unbelievably smooth in the conditions.   
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GBR/CAA LEAGUE TABLE

Pilot Class
No of 

Competitions 
flown

Total Skelbrooke 
29th April

Baldock 
5th May

Stanstead 
3rd June

Festival 
of Flight 

10th 
June

New-
market 
1st July

Warboys 
15th July

Ashbourne 
5th August

Gains-
borough 

12th 
August

Nationals
Skelbrooke 

2nd 
September

GBRCAA 
Champs

Total no of competitors 15 13 17 16 5 13 13 14 25 13 15

FAI
Richard Christopher FAI 6 134 28 26 26 26 28 22

Matthew Hoyland FAI 7 100 18 20 16 22 13 24 15

George Drever FAI 5 100 24 20 18 14 24

Garry Peacock FAI 6 90 22 22 15 18 13 13

Bill Michie FAI 6 79 18 13 13 16 16 16

Bob Wasson FAI 7 75 11 13 13 7 18 9 20

Mike Williams FAI 3 70 26 22 22

Ken Moss FAI 6 59 11 11 11 12 11 14

Adrian Harrison FAI 6 55 13 11 6 9 16 4

Keith Jackson FAI 2 52 26 26

John Harrop FAI 2 49 24 25

Alan Wild FAI 3 48 16 14 18
Brandon Ransley FAI 2 46 24 22

Barry Mcleod FAI 2 40 26 14

Stephen Simm FAI 2 38 20 18

Arthur Silsby FAI 3 34 13 11 10
Steve Burgess FAI 1 28 28

Brian Hoare FAI 3 24 3 12 9

Kevin Caton FAI 1 20 20

Malcolm Balfour FAI 1 18 18

Richard Hirst FAI 1 16 16

David Balfour FAI 1 15 15

Malcolm Harris FAI 1 14 14

Chris Currie FAI 1 13 13

Stephen Currie FAI 1 13 13

Sam Wragg FAI 1 13 13

Andrew Waterhouse FAI 1 13 13

Stuart Turrel FAI 2 11 7 4
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GBR/CAA LEAGUE TABLE

Pilot Class
No of

Competitions
flown

Total Skelbrooke
29th April

Baldock
5th May

Stanstead
3rd June

Festival of 
Flight

10th June

Warboys
15th July

Ashbourne
5th August

Gainsborough
12th August Nationals

Skelbrooke 
2nd 

September

GBRCAA 
Champs

Total no of competitors 6 9 8 8 6 5 9 9 8 8

MASTERS
Tom Bootyman Master 6 110 24 18 22 20 22 22

Ashley Hoyland Master 7 92 20 18 16 18 18 18 18

ADVANCED
Peter Scoles Advanced 6 126 26 26 22 24 24 26

Mel Garlick Advanced 7 102 14 20 20 22 20 8 20

Alan Connelley Advanced 8 84 16 18 14 6 14 16 18 16

Steve Haywood Advanced 8 68 16 7 12 12 14 12 14 10

Robbie Meek Advanced 2 50 26 24

Graham Martin Advanced 2 34 20 14

Eddie Scott Advanced 2 28 10 18

Nigel Keating Advanced 2 26 10 16

Clinton Smith Advanced 1 22 22

Roger Marples Advanced 2 19 10 9

Steve Dunning Advanced 1 6 6

INTERMEDIATE
Chris Bond Intermediate 3 50 16 18 16

Mark Pearce Intermediate 2 40 20 20

James Stephens Intermediate 2 28 18 10

Nigel Kern Intermediate 1 20 20

Dave Fox Intermediate 1 14 14

Eugene Anker Intermediate 1 14 14

SPORTSMAN
Bob Rowland Sportsman 5 100 18 20 22 20 20

Gavin Garlick Sportsman 5 82 16 16 20 14 16

Peter Hitchborne Sportsman 2 26 14 12
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